Counter-radicalism is all prevention efforts to build awareness or understanding that radicalism in 
A. Introduction
Everyone have expectation to live in a peaceful atmosphere. The word of peace in this case not only refers to non-violence acts, war or conflict, but more than that but as situations in which certain matters that support peace are intentionally held and all forms of violence are abolished.
1 Therefore the needed peace is dynamic, progressive (to the future), and transformative (there are changes). Things like that can be obtained through intentionally intensive efforts, including education that stimulates the potential of peace and not contrariwise, instead of developing shallow exclusivity and triumphalism. Everyone's expectations to live in a peaceful atmosphere because it's can bring real benefits. And the benefits are: first, everyone will get the same opportunity to develop their potential including the freedom to carry out their duties as religious people because there is no threats, both physically and emotionally. Second, a sense of peace gives meaning in living together or meaning full for life together. 3 This is because everyone gets an opportunity to participate in achieving the goals of living together, even the differences that exist in a life together are not perceived as threats, but become elements that can be synergized into a common power. Third, provide dialogue opportunities and seek solutions or prevention of any potential conflict and violence which exists, everyone feels as part of the community members without any parties who feel the majority then pressing the minority, resulting in good communication between individuals in life. Thus some benefits of a sense of peace in a life together. From these several benefits at least show that the sense of peace is the main needs to life together, and the efforts to create a sense of peace must be a priority of every individual in society.
1 Paulus S Widjaya "Menuju Masyarakat Damai Sejahtera" Bahan Sarasehan dalam rangka Lustrum IV GKJ Condongcatur, ( Yogyakarta, 2004) 3 Unesco " Learning to live together in peace and harmony; valuese ducationf or peace, human rights, democracy and sustainable development for the Asia-Pacific region" A Unesco-Apnieve source book for teacher education and tertiary level education, (Bangkok: Unesco Proap, 1998), p. 24.
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The effort to create a sense of peace in society life is very important to be implemented together by preventing the values, attitudes and behaviors that contrast with the growth and development of peace sense. One of the values, attitudes and behaviors is radicalism. This is because the word "radical" has extreme meaning, thorough, fanatic, revolutionary, ultra fundamental.
4 While in term, radicalism is an attitude that craves total change and is revolutionary by twisting the values that exist drastically through violence and extreme actions, even radicalism is the embryo of the birth of terrorism, 5 or become the initial capital for a person become a terrorist. 6 There is no terror without radicalism. Conversely, adherents of radicalism do not necessarily like violence or terror. Nevertheless, there are similar features used by both radicalism and terrorism that is militant or struggle language. 7 Remembering the danger of radicalism for the presence of a peace sense in society life, it should be a shared consciousness and obligation of every element in society to jointly make efforts to prevent against radicalism or known as counter-radicalism.
Among the elements of society that have a strategic position for doing counterradicalism is youth organization that exist in society, one of them is youth-based mosque organization and as known as Remaja Masjid organization. There are at least three main reasons: first, the organization grows and is founded by the community itself. Second, the age of this organization members are teenagers and early youth, who are psychologically that age is an age where one is in a period of instability and emotion. With that position, it becomes the necessity for every Remaja Masjid organization to play a role in counter radicalism movement, so that radicalism can't grow and develop in society. And as part of first step, there need to arrange a conceptual role from Remaja Masjid organization in counter-radicalism movement with the main aim of becoming an alternative for that organization to participate in counter radicalism movement. Finally it can bring positive impact to the creation of peace without the presence of terror and fear in society life.
B. Radicalism and Counter Radicalism
From geneology perspective, according to Nur Syam, radicalism arises due to several causes, including: first, the political pressure of the ruler. Second, the failure of the secular regime to make policy and implement it in the life of the community. Third, the response to the West.
10 As for the reasons in general why radicalism developed, However, with regard to the cause and emerging of radicalism, it should be done collectively, as radicalism is a social fact whose spectrum extends from the macro, the messo and the micro-environment, 13 including its causes.
The spectrum range of radicalism causes that can lead to potential terrorism in macro, messo and micro context. Schmid described:
Causes for radicalization that can lead to terrorism ought to be sought not just on the micro-level but also on meso-and macro-levels: First, micro-level, i.e. the individual level, involving e.g. identity problems, failed integration, feelings of alienation, marginalization, discrimination, relative deprivation, humiliation (direct or by proxy), stigmatisation and rejection, often combined with moral outrage and feelings of (vicarious) revenge; Second, meso-level, i.e. the wider radical milieu -the supportive or even complicit social surround -which serves as a rallying point and is the 'missing link' with the terrorists' broader constituency or reference group that is aggrieved and suffering injustices which, in turn, can radicalize parts of a youth cohort and lead to the formation of terrorist organizations; Third, macro-level, i.e. role of government and society at home and abroad, the radicalization of public opinion and party politics, tense majority -minority relationships, especially when it comes to foreign diasporas, and the role of lacking socio-economic opportunities for whole sectors of society which leads to mobilization and radicalization of the discontented, some of which might take the form of terrorism.
14 Related to that spectrum, the collective effort to prevent and overcome radicalism is a necessity, and the individually effort only give very small impact to prevent and overcome radicalism Radicalism needs to be prevented and overcome its emergence, in addition to disrupting the growth and development of a sense of peace in common life, radicalism, as Schimd has expressed in the cause of radicalism, this ideology also has two important dimensions: first, violence. It means that radicalism accepts violence as a legitimate way to change the political, economic, socio-cultural system. Second, actively undertake radical changes in society, which do not always use violence. And what must be realized is that radicalism is the foundation of the birth of terrorism. 15 So it becomes an urgent and very important thing to prevent and overcome radicalism, because if ignored, it not only harms and endangers certain individuals, but also society at large. One of the attempts to prevent radicalism is the counter-radicalism movement. This is because counter radicalism is any effort that is prevention in order to build awareness or understanding that radicalism in the form of terror is violence and not related to religious doctrines and must be fought together.
16 Such efforts are generally directed at all elements of society through campaigning on all these elements. Counter-radicalism activities will work better when linked with the spirit of nationalism. This is because a nationalism sense arises from the existence of the importance role for every citizen as the foundation the nation, so that a strong foundation will be able to sustain shocks resulting from the effects of things that will undermine national unity and harmony, 18 including radicalism. Therefore, the efforts to prevent radicalism campaigns can be more easily done through various activities that embodies the values of nationalism, such as: mutual cooperation (gotong royong), mutual assistance, helping the poor, and by commemorating events that inspire the spirit of nationalism. So the acceptance of every element of society against counter radicalism efforts will be positive nuances and working well.
C. Youth-Based Mosque Organization (Remaja Masjid Organization)
Remaja Masjid organization is an association or youth association of mosque which usually exist in mosque or mushalla, which make mosque or mushalla as center for educate the faith, religious morals, fraternity, scholarship and skill. can also be avowed as an Islamic da'wah organization that specializes in educate the Muslim youth through the mosque. This organization actively participates in broadcasting Islam widely, adapted to the circumstances surrounding it which can be well organized by the board and its members. Although organized by adolescents, youth based-mosque organization do not restrict only activities in the field of youth, but also carry out activities that touch the wider community. Youth based-mosque organization can also work with the administrator of mosque or assemblies education forum (Majlis Ta'lim) in realizing the community activities.
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In relation to the type of organization, among several types of organizations which exists, the most appropriate for Remaja Masjid organization is the line-staff type which is a combination between line organization and staff. In this type of organization, the authority is transferred from top management to subordinate organizational units in all areas, both the main and side activities. Line in the structure of the Remaja Masjid organization are boards that are directly involved in efforts to achieve the achievement of organizational goals. Line managers are entitled to issue command, make decisions, establish and interpret organizational policies, provide accountability reports and so forth, in accordance with their authority and duties. Whille the staff are administrators who are indirectly involved in an effort to achieve organizational goals. By applying this type of organization, it will get several benefits, ie: a) There is a clear division of work from each personnel, like a leader, staff and executor. b) The regeneration eforts can be directly well, because of the opportunity for every organization committee to develop and efficiency of the organization in achieving its objectives. i) Can be used by teenage mosque that is still relatively simple until large and complex activity.
21
The function and purpose of Remaja Masjid organization for every member, i.e.:
1. As a place for learn. And the purpose is to increase knowledge and religious beliefs that will encourage the experience of religious teachings.
2. As a social contact. And the purpose is having relationship among members.
3. As a place to realize the social interest, And the purpose is to increase awareness and welfare of household and member environment.
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Besides having a variety of purposes and functions, Remaja Masjid organization also has a significant role in overcoming the problematics of humanity, especially the problem of every members. Curently, young people encounter many problems such as brawl, drug abuse, insulting each others in social media and various forms of juvenile delinquency. The weakness of parental control and lack of inculcating the religious values also contributed to that delinquency. organization can give real impact in life, especially in support many programs from the mosque, even in programs that related to social life.
D. The Role Of Remaja Masjid Organization In Counter Radicalism
Radicalism needs to be prevented and overcome collectively by all stakeholders in the community. This is because radicalism can disturbing the growth and development of a sense of peace in common life. Moreover radicalism also has two dimensions, i.e.:
first, violence. This means that radicalism accepts violence as a legitimate way to change the political, economic, socio-cultural system. Second, actively undertake radical changes The parties who control and follow up on the evaluation results of the various activities that have been done by the organization is divided into two parts, internally and externally control. For internal control performed by each board of the activities undertaken to achieve the objectives that have been determined related efforts counter radicalism, while the evaluation is done by sharing related activities that have been implemented which then followed up by making recommendations for further activities that can further sharpen the movement of the organization in counter-radicalism efforts. The external control and evaluation in this case is done specifically by the organization of misfortune in which the Remaja Masjid are located, so that any activities related to counter radicalism efforts can work optimally, accepted by society and achieve the expected goals. While the evaluation results are given to the board of Remaja Masjid organization and followed up in the next activity planning, so that counter radicalism efforts can be done in accordance with expectations and bring real impact in the life of society.
In implementing the role of mosque-based youth organizations in counterradicalism activities in the community can be done by using the pattern (cycle), and starting from the beginning (planning), implementation (various activities), |273 HIKMATUNA Volume 2 Number 2 2016 and control and follow-up evaluation results from various activities, with hope will bring positive results for both internal organizations and society at large.
3. The core and patterns for counter radicalism that can be played by Remaja Masjid organization are more appropriate in the range of micro-scope and messo-related causes of radicalism that have the potential to become terrorism. And these efforts certainly require active support from stakeholders who are in the community. In the sense that the role of this organization can work well and bring benefits if stakeholders in the community would be concerned with every activity undertaken by the organization. If without the concern of stakeholders in the community, the efforts of this organization would not have a significant impact for doing counter radicalism in society.
Similarly, related descriptions in the core and motion of Remaja Masjid organization in an effort to counter radicalism in society. Where diagram is a conceptual effort to provide an alternative that may be done by the Remaja Masjid organization related to its role in doing counter radicalism.
Conceptual efforts that are related to the role of Remaja Masjid organization in counter radicalism movement in this society is an early and alternative effort in empowering all potential in society to participate in counter radicalism efforts. This is important because counter-radical efforts are a collective effort, so in this effort it certainly should not be done in a wide spectrum, but in accordance with each capacity and ability. Or in other words, doing a little organized, of course, gives a wider impact than moving on its own without being organized. So in the end, the efforts of counter radicalism by the Remaja Masjid organization will later be able to show the face of Islam rahmatan lil 'aalamiin in the context of social life, nation and state.
E. Concluding Remarks
The role of youth-based mosque organization (Remaja Masjid organization) in conducting counter radicalism movement in society, the conceptual outline can be described as follows:
1. The role (core) of Remaja Masjid organization in counter radicalism movement based on function and purpose of organization. With the understanding that
